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v 0.1

This elegant elongated heart-shaped shawl features a stitch pattern inspired by 
traditional Japanese sashiko embroidery. If you’ve done basic brioche before or are 
feeling adventurous, this project is for you!

All increases and decreases happen in the same row on the front side of the work, 
making it a manageable project even if you’ve never done brioche increases or 
decreases before. 

Designed for Double Gradients and Mini-Cake Gradients, this pattern includes 
directions for using whichever yarn you choose to make a truly one-of-a-kind shawl.

About this Pattern
Skill Level: Intermediate, with some experience knitting brioche.

Skills Needed: Basic knitting skills and ability to follow a chart plus brioche knits and 
purls (brk and brp), brioche two together (br2tog), brioche knit–yarn over–brioche 
knit (brkyobrk), brioche two together combined with brioche knit–yarn over–brioche 
knit (br2tog-brkyobrk), Judy’s Magic Cast-on, i-cord, and grafting / Kitchener stitch. 

Finished Size: 90 inches / 230 cm tip to tip, and is 17 inches / 44 cm deep at the 
center point.

Yarn: MC - Infinite Twist Helix, 67 g / 200 yds, 3 skeins / 600 y in total. Shown in 
Graphite. CC - Infinite Twist Mini-Cake Gradients, 67 g / 200 yds, 600 y in total. Shown 
in Orchid.

Needles: U.S. size 3 / 3.25 mm circular needle, at least 80 cm long, or any size yielding 
correct gauge, plus one set of DPNs in same size as circular needle.

Gauge: 13 CC ribs & 23 CC rows over 4 inches / 10 cm in brioche stitch pattern.

Notions: At least one locking stitch marker, yarn needle.



Abbreviations
Brk – Brioche knit; knit stitch together with its accompanying yarn-over.
Brp – Brioche purl; purl stitch together with its accompanying yarn-over.
BrK2tog – Brioche 2 together. Slip 1 brk knitwise, knit the next stitch, pass the slipped 
stitch over, then take the brk on the left needle and pass it over as well. Creates a 
right-leaning decrease.
BrK2tog-brkyobrk – involves three stitches. Pass the right-hand needle or a crochet 
hook from left to right through 3 sts (brk, st, brk) on the left hand needle as if to 
decrease, but instead brkyobrk. 
Brkyobrk – Brioche knit – yarn over – brioche knit. Brk1, leave stitch on left-hand 
needle, yarn over, then brk into the same stitch. Increases 2 sts.
CC – Contrast color
K – Knit
MC – Main Color
P – Purl
St(s) – Stich(es)
Yf sl1yo – Slip one stitch while adding a yarn over.  Slipped stitch and accompanying 
yarn-over are considered one brioche stitch.

Schematic

Pattern Notes
This shawl is knit sideways from corner to corner, a bit like a cuff-to-cuff sweater. The 
design is composed of repeating fish-scale motifs, and has an edging in MC. The 
outermost edge stitch is slipped every other row to keep the edge neat, and to 
encourage it to curl up like i-cord. Do not flatten out the edging when you block 
your shawl.

Whichever gradient yarn you’re using for CC, this pattern assumes you want the sides 
of your shawl to be mirror images of each other. 

If you’re using Mini-Cake Gradients, you’ll use an even number of cakes. Start from 
the the ”A” end of one cake and knit to the “B” end, join your next cake from the 
“A” end, repeat until you reach the midpoint of your shawl, join your ”B” end to the 
“B” end of the next cake, and knit ”B” to “A” for the rest of the pattern.
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Pattern Notes, cont.
If you’re using Double Gradients, you’ll work from the ”A” end of one cake to 
the “B” end, and knit the second from the “B” end to the “A” end. 

If you wish to shorten your wrap, the best place to do that is in the middle. Block (or 
steam block) your work to ensure the length doesn’t change dramatically when you 
block it after completion. 

There are three good places to stop and check your length – after row 132, 168, and 
204. To create the extra depth at the center that makes this shawl stay on your 
shoulders so nicely, work lines 26 – 36 a third time, working the last stitch (highlighted in 
orange) as a brk2tog. 

To make your yarn match, unwind the remaining CC yarn. Hold the end of the working 
CC yarn with the corresponding end of the next (or 2nd) CC ball, and wind the CC 
yarn double until you reach your work. Break both yarns at the same point, and join 2nd

CC ball. Continue knitting from Chart 3.

Chart 1 includes every row of the four-row brioche repeat. Charting this way 
becomes increasingly unwieldy as the shawl increases in size, and no 
increases or decreases happen on the wrong-side rows. Subsequent charts show only 
the right-side rows. 

Instructions
Using MC, cast on 3 sts using Judy’s Magic Cast On.

Rounds 1 – 3: Work as i-cord.
Round 4: Place a locking marker in the first st. Work 
as i-cord.
Rounds 5 – 8: Work as i-cord.

Without moving any stitches, use right hand needle 
to pick up the stitch indicated by the marker 
placed in round 4. Using CC, k-yo-k into picked-up 
st. Slip 3 sts knit-wise from left hand needle. You 
now have a u-shaped piece of i-cord with 3 sts in 
CC in the middle of the “u” (this is row 1 on the 
chart). 

The next section is worked flat in rows (no more i-cord), and row numbers start over 
from 1. Continued on next page.
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Work the 3 CC sts in the middle with MC: slyfyo, p1, slyfyo (this is line 2 on Chart 1). Purl 
and slip the three remaining edge sts as indicated, turn work, and continue to work 
following the chart. 

The chart uses white to represent MC; yellow represents CC. Every row of the four-row 
brioche repeat in included, and subsequent charts only show the RS rows. 

Please note that the first charted section of the shawl has four more rows than 
subsequent sections. When you finish line 28 with MC, work the last 3 sts again as i-
cord. This creates a little extra length in your edging to allow it to stretch over the point 
of the fish scale. 

Change to Chart 2 (next page) after working 28 rows.

Chart 1
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Uroko Shawl Chart 2

Only RS rows are counted from this point, and only RS rows are included on the chart. Take 
special note of the stitches highlighted in orange on chart line 25. You’ll reach this line on row 
37.

Rows 1 – 12: Work Chart 2 lines 1 - 12, noting that Work WS rows in established brioche pattern 
(no increases or decreases) and edge stitches in stockinette as established. 

Rows 13 - 24: Work lines 1 – 12 a second time.

Rows 25 - 36: Work lines 13 – 24 once. When you finish line 24 with MC, work the last 3 sts again 
as i-cord. This creates a little extra length in your edging to allow it to stretch over the point of 
the fish scale. 

Rows 37 – 60: Work line 25 ending with a brk (as charted) one time. Work lines 26 – 36 one time. 
Work line 25 a second time, working the last stitch (highlighted in orange) as a brk2tog. Work 
lines 26 – 36 a second time, working the last stitch as a brk2tog.

Rows 61 – 72: Work lines 37 – 48 once. When you finish row 48 with MC, work the last 3 sts again 
as i-cord. This creates a little extra length in your edging to allow it to stretch over the point of 
the fish scale. 
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Rows 73 - 96: Work line 25 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered
section twice, and end with a brk (as charted) one time. Work subsequent 
chart lines 26 – 36 as established (working the bordered section twice). Work line 25 
a second time,  working the last stitch (highlighted in orange) as a brk2tog. Work 
lines 26 – 36 again as established.

Rows 97 – 108: Work line 37 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section twice, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 38 – 48 as 
established (working the bordered section twice). When you finish line 48 with MC, 
work the last 3 sts again as i-cord. 

Row 109 – 132: Work line 25 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section three times, and end with a brk (as charted) one time. Work subsequent 
chart lines 26 – 36 as established (working the bordered section three times). Work 
line 25 a second time, working the last stitch (highlighted in orange) as a brk2tog. 
Work lines 26 – 36 again as established.

Rows 133 – 144: Work line 37 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section three times, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 38 –
48 as established (working the bordered section three times). When you finish line 48 
with MC, work the last 3 sts again as i-cord. 

Rows 145 – 168: Work line 25 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section four times, and end with a brk (as charted) one time. Work subsequent chart 
lines 26 – 36 as established (working the bordered section four times). Work line 25 a 
second time, working the last stitch (highlighted in orange) as a brk2tog. Work lines 
26 – 36 again as established.

Rows 169 – 180: Work line 37 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section four times, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 38 –
48 as established (working the bordered section four times). When you finish line 48 
with MC, work the last 3 sts again as i-cord. 

Rows 181 – 204: Work line 25 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section five times, and end with a brk (as charted) one time. Work subsequent chart 
lines 26 – 36 as established (working the bordered section five times). Work line 25 a 
second time, working the last stitch (highlighted in orange) as a brk2tog. Work lines 
26 – 36 again as established.

Rows 205 – 216: Work line 37 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section five times, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 38 –
48 as established (working the bordered section five times). When you finish line 48 
with MC, work the last 3 sts again as i-cord. 

Rows 217 – 252: Work line 25 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section six times, and end with a brk (as charted) one time. Work subsequent chart 
lines 26 – 36 as established (working the bordered section six times). *Work line 25 a 
second time, working the last stitch (highlighted in orange) as a brk2tog. Work lines 
26 – 36. Repeat from * one time. Working the extra repeat creates the extra depth at 
the center of the shawl.

Begin Chart 3.
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Uroko Shawl Chart 3

Rows 253 – 288: Work first stitch of line 13  as a brk, work to the section bordered in blue, work 
the bordered section six times, and work to the end of the row as charted. Work subsequent 
lines 14 – 24 as established (working the bordered section six times). Work line 13 again, working 
the last stitch as a brk-yo-brk. Work lines 14 – 24 as written twice to mirror rows 217 – 252.

Rows 289 – 300: Work line 1 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered section five 
times, and work to the end of the line. Work line 2 as established (working the bordered section 
five times). When you reach the end of line 2, work the last 3 sts again as i-cord. Work 
subsequent chart lines 3 – 12 as established.
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Rows 301 - 324: Work line 13 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section five times, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 14 - 24 
as established (working the bordered section five times). Work lines 13 – 24 again.

Rows 325 – 336: Work line 1 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section four times, and work to the end of the line. Work line 2 as established (working 
the bordered section four times). When you reach the end of line 2, work the last 3 sts
again as i-cord. Work subsequent chart lines 3 – 12 as established.

Rows 337 – 360: Work line 13 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section four times, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 14 - 24 
as established (working the bordered section four times). Work lines 13 – 24 again.

Rows 361 – 372: Work line1 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered section 
three times, and work to the end of the line. Work row 2 as established (working the 
bordered section three times). When you reach the end of line 2, work the last 3 sts
again as i-cord. Work subsequent chart lines 3 – 12 as established.

Rows 373 – 396: Work row 13 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered 
section twice, and work to the end of the line. Work subsequent chart lines 14 - 24 as 
established (working the bordered section twice). Work lines 13 – 24 again.

Rows 397 – 408: Work line1 to the section bordered in blue, work the bordered section 
twice, and work to the end of the line. Work line 2 as established (working the 
bordered section twice). When you reach the end of line 2, work the last 3 sts again 
as i-cord. Work subsequent chart lines 3 – 12 as established.

Rows 409 – 432: Work lines 13 – 24 twice. There are no extra repeats of the bordered 
section from this point on.

Rows 433 – 444: Work line1 to the end of the line. Work line 2 as established When you 
reach the end of line 2, work the last 3 sts again as i-cord. Work subsequent chart lines 
3 – 12 as established.

Rows 445 – 468: Work lines 13 – 24 twice. There are no extra repeats of the bordered 
section from this point on.

Rows 469 – 482: Work lines 25 – 36.

483 – 506: Work lines 37 – 48 twice.

507 – 520: Work lines 49 – 62. This section has two more lines than the body sections, 
mirroring the Chart 1.

Break CC, and leave tail dangling at the back of the work. 
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Round 1 - 2: With MC, work 3 sts (from the right-hand needle) as i-cord.
Round 3: K2, slip last st k-wise, k brioche st from row below, and pass slipped st over.
Round 4: K2, slip last st k-wise, k st from row below, and pass slipped st over.
Round 5: K3.

Graft 3 sts from right-hand needle with remaining 3 sts from the left-hand needle using 
the Kitchener stitch.

Soak your finished shawl in warm water (not more than 104F / 40 C) and mild detergent 
or wool wash for 15 minutes, or until fibers are fully saturated. Rinse, remove excess 
water, and lay out flat on a towel or blocking mat. Gently stretch the shawl to desired 
dimensions, and dry flat. Weave in your ends.
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